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Nationalism and the Crowd in Liberal Hungary,
1848-1914 2000-07-17
audiences at theaters fairs statue raisings and commemorations of
national figures political rallies ethnic mobs may day celebrations
monarchical festivities and finally war rallies all take up places in
this history not only insurgent crowds but festive ones as well have
political and material goals freifeld finds and hope for liberal
nationalism which hungarian crowds carried from their experience of 1848
thus continued to confront the monarchy its bureaucracy and the gentry

Defensive Nationalism 2023-05-09
a stunningly novel account of why populism and fascism are on the rise
in the early 21st century today we find in the most technologically
advanced societies wild conspiracy theories and a broad distrust of
science and expertise have created deep political divisions that are
splitting nations in two defensive nationalism explains this paradox
using history as a guide b s rabinowitz finds that the turn of the 19th
century was also a period of exceptional technological innovation that
ended with toxic political upheavals to investigate why the author
combines karl polanyi s concept of the double movement with joseph
schumpeter s theory of innovation weaving together a fascinating
narrative that spans two centuries the book traces how the rapid
transformation of transportation and communications during the
industrial revolution and the digital revolution created economic
interdependence and capital flows that induced radical economic social
and political disruptions in response separate national populist
movements stemming from particular national histories and struggles
arose concurrently to produce an era of defensive nationalism
distinguishing between creative consolidating and defensive nationalism
rabinowitz offers a persuasively fresh way to study socio political
patterns across time and space

The Truths and Lies of Nationalism as Narrated
by Charvak 2022-03-01
written in the voice of the mythical atheist naysayer and general all
purpose heretic of indian philosophy the truths and lies of nationalism
as narrated by charvak presents a completely new way of telling the
history of indian nationalism severely criticizing the doctrines of both
hindu nationalism and pluralist secularism it examines the ongoing



debates over indian civilization and recounts in detail how the present
borders of india were defined by british colonial policy the partition
of 1947 and the integration of the princely states and the french and
portuguese territories the emphasis is not so much on the state
machinery inherited from colonial times but on the moral foundation of a
new republic based on the solidarity of different but equal formations
of the people after a trenchant critique of the present day conflicts
over religion caste class gender language and region in india the book
proposes a new politics of revitalized federalism intended for a general
readership and eschewing academic jargon this book will be of interest
to anyone concerned about the future of india

Steamship Nationalism 2020-04-15
steamship nationalism is a cultural social and political history of the
s s imperator vaterland and bismarck transatlantic passenger steamships
launched by the hamburg amerikanische packetfahrt aktien gesellschaft
hapag between 1912 and 1914 they do not enjoy the international fame of
their british counterparts most notably the titanic yet the imperator
class liners were the largest most luxurious passenger vessels built
before the first world war in keeping with the often overlooked history
of its merchant marine as a whole they reveal much about imperial
germany in its national and international dimensions as products of
business decisions shaped by global dynamics and the imperatives of
international travel immigration and trade hapag s giant liners bear
witness to germany s involvement in the processes of globalization prior
to 1914 yet this book focuses not on their physical but on their
cultural construction in a variety of contemporaneous media including
the press and advertising on both sides of the atlantic at home they
were presented to the public as symbolic of the nation s achievements
and ambitions in ways that emphasize the complex nature of german
national identity at the time abroad they were often construed as
floating national monuments and as such facilitated important encounters
with germany both virtual and real for the populations of britain and
america their overseas reception highlights the multi faceted image of
the european superpower that was constructed in the anglo american world
in these years more generally it is a pointed indicator of the complex
relationship between britain the united states and imperial germany

Irish Nationalism and the British State



2014-06-22
the emergence of revolutionary irish nationalism in the mid nineteenth
century

Chinese Martial Arts Cinema 2015-11-13
this is the first comprehensive fully researched account of the
historical and contemporary development of the traditional martial arts
genre in the chinese cinema known as wuxia literal translation martial
chivalry a genre which audiences around the world became familiar with
through the phenomenal crossover hit crouching tiger hidden dragon 2000
the book unveils rich layers of the wuxia tradition as it developed in
the early shanghai cinema in the late 1920s and from the 1950s onwards
in the hong kong and taiwan film industries key attractions of the book
are analyses of the history of the tradition as it began in the shanghai
cinema its rise and popularity as a serialized form in the silent cinema
of the late 1920s and its eventual prohibition by the government in 1931
the fantastic characteristics of the genre their relationship with
folklore myth and religion and their similarities and differences with
the kung fu sub genre of martial arts cinema the protagonists and heroes
of the genre in particular the figure of the female knight errant the
chief personalities and masterpieces of the genre directors such as king
hu chu yuan zhang che ang lee zhang yimou and films such as come drink
with me 1966 the one armed swordsman 1967 a touch of zen 1970 71 hero
2002 house of flying daggers 2004 and curse of the golden flower 2006

Hearings, Reports and Prints of the Senate
Committee on the Judiciary 1970
evolving nationalism examines how the idea of israel as a nation state
has developed within zionist and israeli discourse over the past eight
decades nadav g shelef focuses on the changing ways in which the main
nationalist movements answered three distinct questions in their private
and public ideological articulations between 1925 and 2005 where is the
land of israel who ought to be israeli what should the zionist national
mission be framed within broader debates about how and why changes in
foundational definitions of the nation occur shelef s analysis centers
on the mechanisms of ideological change and then subjects them to
empirical scrutiny he thus moves beyond the common but problematic
assumptions that such transformations must be either a rare rational
adaptation to traumatic shock or a relatively constant product of



manipulation by power hungry elites he finds that nationalist movements
including radical and religious fundamentalist ones can and do change
cardinal components of their ideological beliefs in both moderating and
radicalizing directions these changes have more to do with the unguided
consequences of engagement in day to day politics than with strategic
reaction to new realities the use of force or the changing incentives of
leaders engaging with some of the most contentious debates about the
nature of israeli nationalism and the geographic religious and ethnic
definition of the state of israel shelef has made signal contributions
to our understanding of middle east politics and of the ideological
underpinnings of nationalism itself

Evolving Nationalism 2018-09-05
in this book two leading authorities on migration and nationhood attempt
to bridge the gap between experience and analysis looking at the
disorientating effects of space and time which migration creates how
migration affects our understanding of national affiliations and the
nation state the impact of cross national economic relations on everyday
life the authors examine the migration of both rich and poor crossing
borders and living increasingly diasporic lives and show how even as
people move across borders they still seek to be at home in the world
through the creation of a politics of belonging

Extent of Subversion in the "New Left" 1970
this book traces the engagement of women with nationalism in a
relatively lesser known region the united provinces or uttar pradesh as
it is known today

Extent of Subversion in the "New Left" 1970
sam haselby offers a new and persuasive account of the role of religion
in the formation of american nationality showing how a contest within
protestantism reshaped american political culture and led to the
creation of an enduring religious nationalism following u s independence
the new republic faced vital challenges including a vast and unique
continental colonization project undertaken without in the centuries old
european senses of the terms either a church or a state amid this crisis
two distinct protestant movements arose a popular and rambunctious
frontier revivalism and a nationalist corporate missionary movement
dominated by northeastern elites the former heralded the birth of
popular american protestantism while the latter marked the advent of



systematic protestant missionary activity in the west the explosive
economic and territorial growth in the early american republic and the
complexity of its political life gave both movements opportunities for
innovation and influence this book explores the competition between them
in relation to major contemporary developments political democratization
large scale immigration and unruly migration fears of political
disintegration the rise of american capitalism and american slavery and
the need to nationalize the frontier haselby traces these developments
from before the american revolution to the rise of andrew jackson his
approach illuminates important changes in american history including the
decline of religious distinctions and the rise of racial ones how and
why indian removal happened when it did and with andrew jackson the
appearance of the first full blown expression of american religious
nationalism

Trans-Nationalism and the Politics of Belonging
2013-10-11
the new nationalism implications for transatlantic relations is a
collection of papers that examines the effects of transatlantic
relations along with the concept of new nationalism the first chapter of
the text provides an introductory discourse about new nationalism while
the second chapter provides a further analysis in the concept of new
nationalism the next chapters deal with new nationalism and how it
relates to external policies the remaining chapter tackles the
relationship between new nationalism and sub national regionalism the
book will be of great interest to economists political scientists and
diplomats individuals who have keen interest in the global diplomatic
trend will also benefit from the text

Indian Women and Nationalism, the U.P. Story
2003
this magisterial work links the literary and intellectual history of
england scotland ireland and britain s overseas colonies during the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries to redraw our picture of the
origins of cultural nationalism the lineages of the novel and the
literary history of the english speaking world katie trumpener recovers
and recontextualizes a vast body of fiction to describe the history of
the novel during a period of formal experimentation and political
engagement between its eighteenth century rise and its victorian heyday
during the late eighteenth century antiquaries in ireland scotland and



wales answered modernization and anglicization initiatives with
nationalist arguments for cultural preservation responding in particular
to enlightenment dismissals of gaelic oral traditions they reconceived
national and literary history under the sign of the bard their
pathbreaking models of national and literary history their new way of
reading national landscapes and their debates about tradition and
cultural transmission shaped a succession of new novelistic genres from
gothic and sentimental fiction to the national tale and the historical
novel in ireland and scotland these genres were used to mount
nationalist arguments for cultural specificity and against internal
colonization yet once exported throughout the nascent british empire
they also formed the basis of the first colonial fiction of canada
australia and british india used not only to attack imperialism but to
justify the imperial project literary forms intended to shore up
national memory paradoxically become the means of buttressing imperial
ideology and enforcing imperial amnesia

The Origins of American Religious Nationalism
2016-12-01
historical account of the rise of african nationalism in reaction to
racial policies and economic and racial discrimination incl in labour
policy in south africa r describes the formation activities and
political leadership of the african national congress political party
from 1912 to 1952 and covers social movements political problems race
relations etc bibliography pp 422 to 455

The New Nationalism 2013-10-22
an authoritative survey of scottish social and political history from
1707 to the present day this fourth edition brings the story and
historiography of scottish society and politics up to date

Resources in Education 1985
this is a lively and well written textbook which will prove a valuable
addition to the ir textbook series mainly because the ideas it covers
have changed so fundamentally in the last ten years nationalism and
ethnicity are uniquely considered within the context of both traditional
ir theory and new ir ie cold war perspectives joireman explains the
conflict between primordialism the view that ethnicity is inborn and
ethnic division natural instrumentalism ethnicity is a tool to gain some



larger typically material end and social constructivism the emerging
consensus that ethnicity is flexible and people can make choices about
how they define themselves case studies are included on quebec bosnia
northern ireland and eritrea

Steamboats & Cotton Economy 1990
turkey has leapt to international prominence as an economic and
political powerhouse under its elected muslim government and is looked
on by many as a model for other muslim countries in the wake of the arab
spring in this book jenny white reveals how turkish national identity
and the meanings of islam and secularism have undergone radical changes
in today s turkey and asks whether the turkish model should be viewed as
a success story or a cautionary tale this provocative book traces how
muslim nationalists blur the line between the secular and the islamic
supporting globalization and political liberalism yet remaining mired in
authoritarianism intolerance and cultural norms hostile to minorities
and women in a new afterword white analyzes the latest political
developments particularly the mass protests surrounding gezi park their
impact on turkish political culture and what they mean for the future

Bardic Nationalism 2021-01-12
since its discovery by german romantics and nationalists rothenburg has
been an established icon of the german nation and its medieval past by
tracing rothenburg s historical development as a place of national
importance this book examines the cultural politics of historical
preservation and tourism in general in exploring the shifting practice
and importance of tourism in rothenburg and how this relates to broader
debates about german culture and identity preservation tourism and
nationalism offers an important and original perspective on the changing
dynamics of romanticized historical landscapes and how events are used
to further national cultural and political agendas it also analyses the
changing practices of historical preservation and in particular how
historic preservation in rothenburg reflects a desire to make it more
historic and more german with important insights into what it means to
be german how germans relate to the past and how the answers to these
questions have changed over time this richly illustrated and detailed
volume offers an important narrative of the rise evolution and
contestation of memory in german culture



The Rise of African Nationalism in South Africa
1970
canon sheehan s writings provide valuable insight into ireland s
difficult process of cultural reconstruction after independence this
astute observer of irish society was pessimistic about the future of
religion though himself a man of european culture he made a case for
isolationism to become reality under the free state it is a case which
today is easily scorned but his work allows us to understand why it
could command such support and to appreciate its relative historical
justification

Scotland and Nationalism 2004
for the last 150 years advertising has created a consumer culture in the
united states shaping every facet of american life from what we eat and
drink to the clothes we wear and the cars we drive in the united states
advertising has carved out an essential place in american culture and
advertising messages undoubtedly play a significant role in determining
how people interpret the world around them this three volume set
examines the myriad ways that advertising has influenced many aspects of
20th century american society such as popular culture politics and the
economy advertising not only played a critical role in selling goods to
an eager public but it also served to establish the now world renowned
consumer culture of our country and fuel the notion of the american
dream the collection spotlights the most important advertising campaigns
brands and companies in american history from the late 1800s to modern
day each fact driven essay provides insight and in depth analysis that
general readers will find fascinating as well as historical details and
contextual nuance students and researchers will greatly appreciate these
volumes demonstrate why advertising is absolutely necessary not only for
companies behind the messaging but also in defining what it means to be
an american

Nationalism and Political Identity 2003-01-01
from one of the most perceptive observers of the english today comes a
brilliantly insightful mordantly funny account of their seemingly
irrational embrace of nationalism england s recent lurch to the right
appears to be but one example of the nationalist wave sweeping across
the world yet as acclaimed irish critic fintan o toole suggests in the
politics of pain it is in reality a phenomenon rooted in world war ii we



must look not to the vagaries of the european union but instead far back
to the end of the british empire if we hope to understand our most
fraternal ally and the royal mess in which the british now find
themselves o toole depicts a roiling nation that almost ludicrously
dreams of a german invasion if only to get the blood going and that
erupts in faux outrage over regulations on prawn flavored crisps a
sympathetic yet unsparing observer o toole asks how did a great nation
bring itself to the point of such willful self harm his answer
represents one of the most profound portraits of the english since sarah
lyall s new york times bestseller the anglo files

Muslim Nationalism and the New Turks 2014-04-27
this book propounds the thesis that it was the dysfunction of
globalization and liberalism that prompted the rise of nationalism and
populism recent developments in global affairs are challenging
assumptions and the basis upon which international relations as a broad
field of specialization and foreign policy analysis as a sub field rests
in a world that is changing in fundamental and irreversible ways this
book intervenes to enable an improved sense of understanding of these
developments and what they mean for people people state state continent
continent and global relations moving forward the author shows anti
globalization and the growth of nationalism and populism have been
particularly necessitated by the failures of liberalism and america s
abdication from the world with reference to brexit the pandemic the us
2020 elections and consequent shifts in power with a focus on their
respective impacts on africa and africa sino relations particularly and
developing countries more broadly this book situates these discussions
within a global context it effectively illustrates the insufficiency of
the west s soft power especially as it is foisted or supposedly imposed
on the rest of the world without regard to the demands of cultural
relativity relevant to postgraduate students researchers and
policymakers this is must read within the fields of international
relations and political economy

Preservation, Tourism and Nationalism 2016-12-05
the six volumes that make up this unique set provide an extensive
overview of colonialism in south east asia in the majority of cases
authors chosen were specialists writing about their individual areas of
expertise and had first hand experience in the region outline of
contents i imperialism before 1800 edited by peter borschberg ii empire
building in the nineteenth century iii high imperialism iv imperial



decline nationalism and the japanese challenge v peaceful transitions to
independence vi independence through violent struggle

Catholic Nationalism in the Irish Revival
1997-05-29
analyzes how fangyan local chinese languages or dialects were central to
the creation of modern chinese nationalism

We Are What We Sell 2014-01-15
while the role of the laity in the nationalist awakening is commonly
recognized their part in the movement for religious renewal is usually
minimized initiative on the part of the laity has been thought to have
existed only outside the church where it remained a troubling and at
times insurgent force clarke revises this picture of the role of the
laity in church and community he examines the rich associational life of
the laity which ranged from nationalist and fraternal associations
independent of the church to devotional and philanthropic associations
affiliated with the church associations both inside and outside the
church fostered ethnic consciousness in different but complementary ways
that resulted in a cultural consensus based on denominational loyalty
through these associations lay men and women developed an institutional
base for the activism and initiative that shaped both their church and
their community clarke demonstrates that lay activists played a pivotal
role in transforming the religious life of the community

Chicano Social Class, Assimilation, and
Nationalism 1981
first published in 2001 this is volume x of the foreign policies of the
great powers eleven part series and focuses on the policies of the
united states from 1776 to 1914 it includes sections demonstrating the u
s journey from internationalistic nationalism to nationalistic
internationalism

The Politics of Pain: Postwar England and the
Rise of Nationalism 2019-11-05
glenford howe s social history of the soldiers of the british west
indies regiment assesses the impact of world war one on west indian



history and reveals the true nature of military relations and the
gradual decline in morale

Foreign Policy in the Age of Globalization,
Populism and Nationalism 2021-06-25
this study examines the evolution of national and regional cultural and
political identities in that northern region of france which borders
belgium over the two centuries which followed the french revolution
during that time the region was transformed by the development of the
industrial economy population shifts war and occupation and numerous
changes of political regime through an analysis of a wide range of
issues including language regional and national political movements
educational policy attitudes towards immigrants and the border the press
trade unions and the church as well as the attitude of the french state
the author questions traditional interpretations of the process of
national assimilation in france at the same time he illustrates how the
franco belgian border originally an arbitrary line through a culturally
homogeneous region became not only a significant marker for the identity
of the french flemish but a real cultural division timothy baycroft is
lecturer in french history university of sheffield

South East Asia, Colonial History: Imperial
decline: nationalism and the Japanese challenge
(1920s-1940s) 2001
the rev james long was one of the most remarkable protestant
missionaries working in india in the nineteenth century sent to calcutta
at the age of 22 in 1840 he devoted his life to representing what he
passionately believed were the best interests of the forgotten poor and
oppressed among the bengali population long was a central figure in the
indigo planting controversy of 1861 and suffered imprisonment as a
result his memory is revered even today in modern india where his
contribution to the development of bengali vernacular education
literature history and sociology is highly regarded dr oddie has
produced the first full length biography of rev long examining his work
and activities in the context of his own background philosophy and
motivation as well as the political and cultural climate of the day this
book will add significantly to our knowledge of social movements in
nineteenth century india and the colonial responses to them



Dialect and Nationalism in China, 1860–1960
2020-03-05
explores issues of representation and rebellion in mexican and mexican
american cinema

Piety and Nationalism 1993-12-17
this volume examines how ideas of the nation influenced ordinary people
by focusing on their affective lives using a variety of sources methods
and cases ranging from spain during the age of revolutions to post world
war ii poland it demonstrates that emotions are integral to
understanding the everyday pull of nationalism on ordinary people

From Nationalism to Internationalism 2013-10-15
this volume is a festschrift for damodar ramaji sardesai b 1931
professor emeritus of history at the university of california los
angeles ucla where all of the contributors received their ph d as did
sardesai himself his work for over fifty years at ucla has been an
inspiration to generations of students and he has made major
contributions to the world of learning and in his chosen areas of
specialization of india especially its foreign policy with regard to
southeast asia imperialism and the history of the modern european
empires and southeast asia he has served as chair of the history
department at ucla as well as bombay university and president of the
asiatic society of bombay the volume includes a biographical
introduction and a bibliographic essay on sardesai s major writings and
contains new and cutting edge essays on the design of imperial
vijayanagara famine policy in colonial india and how european
imperialist policies created or exacerbated the impact of famines the
relatively unknown chapter of chinese gordon s brief indian career
reflections on the tamil humanist a madhaviah a man ahead of his time
nationalism and the career of industrialist g d birla gandhi s friend
the chindia problematic india and china relations the state of
philippine historiography and its nationalist impulses the role of
vietnamese highlanders in the vietnamese nationalist struggle and their
recent plight early malayan nationalism and the efforts of american
administrators to protect philippine highland natives from being forced
to participate in international exhibitions as curiosities from the
american colony



Race, War and Nationalism 2002
to find more information about rowman and littlefield titles please
visit rowmanlittlefield com

Culture, Identity and Nationalism 2004
essays on irish nationalism some on particular protest movement others
on more general themes

Missionaries, Rebellion and Proto-Nationalism
2014-03-05

Celluloid Nationalism and Other Melodramas
2003-07-17

Print, Folklore, and Nationalism in Colonial
South India 2006

Emotions and Everyday Nationalism in Modern
European History 2020-04-28

Nationalism and Imperialism in South and
Southeast Asia 2016-09-13

Nationalism, Industrialization, and Democracy,
1815-1914 1980

Nationalism and Popular Protest in Ireland
2002-08-08
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